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What is a Deep Pit Barn?
A deep pit barn is an alternative for livestock producers in 
South Dakota that involves housing animals inside a barn 
on concrete slats. Many times this style of barn has been 
associated with the swine industry, as it has become by 
far the most common method for feeding pigs. The beef 
industry has seen interest in these barns even as early 
as the 1970’s and 1980’s, with the interest growing again 
in recent years, with the advent of rubber slats being a 
significant improvement in available technology.  

Cattle deep pit barns are typically constructed slightly 
differently than swine barns, as most cattle feeders still 
utilize feeding methods that include driving along bunks.  
Some barns do use feeding systems such as overhead belt 
feeding, augers, etc., but those are not the most common. 
Cattle deep pit barns often use rubber mats on top of the 
concrete slats, which assists producers in reducing issues 
with feet (as compared to bare concrete slats).  

The roof type for deep pit barns varies, with monoslope 
type roofs, A-frame type roofs, and hoop/canvas roofs all 
being barn types that can have a deep pit installed below 
their floor(s). Mono-slope and A-frame structures have 
been typically constructed with concrete walls, steel frame, 
and steel roof. Hoop structures are generally constructed 
with wood or concrete sidewalls, tubular steel truss system, 
and a woven polyethylene fabric cover. 

The most common uses of deep pit barns are for 
finishing cattle (900 lbs. to finish weight) and for dairy 
cows (not recommended for sand bedding without 
special accommodations). Other sizes of cattle (calves, 
background cattle, cows, etc.) are not as common, but 
each production system varies. It may be useful to also 
consider a combination system of a bedded barn and deep 
pit barn, open lots with containment and a deep pit barn, 
and other similar combinations of different feeding systems.  
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Advantages of a Deep Pit Barn
• The animal density (animals per square foot of space) is 

higher than in open lots or bedded pack type barns, so 
the overall space required for the cattle feeding area is 
smaller. It is common is to see the animals housed at 22-
27 sq ft/head on slats.  

• Collection, storage, and application of open lot runoff 
solids and liquids are eliminated.   

• Manure storage and application is more predictable and 
consistent than open lot runoff.  

• Barns have a lower chance of a manure spill since 
manure is stored and handled inside of a structure and 
not directly exposed to precipitation.

• There is a semi-controlled environment inside of the barn.  

• Anecdotal evidence indicates major improvement in 
feed efficiencies and rates of gain as compared to open 
lots, particularly if the open lots are flat, covered in mud/
manure, and in times of temperature extremes (heat and 
cold) and wet climate conditions.

Disadvantages of a Deep Pit Barn
• High initial investment.

• Cattle manure can have enough solids to make emptying 
the deep pit require added water, multiple agitation 
events, etc. 

• Ventilation of the facility must be managed. Safety in and 
around the pit, particularly during emptying periods, is a 
concern for animals and people.  

• Deep pit barns require agitation and pumping, which is 
an additional type of manure management if combined 
with or replacing a bedded pack barn, open lots with 
containment, etc. 


